


Anthem acknowledges the traditional owners of this, and every land.

We pay our respects to elders, past, present, and emerging.

The land on which we operate was never ceded, and will always be Indigenous soil. 

Always was, always will be.  



RATIONAL IDENTITY delves into the familial knowledge and histories
 intrinsic to each artists’ practice and dissects what it means to be people of

colour working in an Australian context. Contextualizing the artists experiences
as ratios within a broader national population, this exhibition presents five
microcosms of identity, deconstructing and reconciling personal narratives

from complex cultural perspectives.

Image credits: Lucy Nguyễn-Hunt



Ruaa al-rikabi

Ruaa Al-Rikabi
House their bodies, not their souls, 2019-2021
Mama’s found images, remnants of green fabric, cartier chain links and stool. Text appropriated 
from The Prophet by Kahlil Gibran. 
Duration 15:03 seconds and 10 x 10 cm. 



House their bodies, not their souls is an iterative installation work that investigates the artists 
relationship with her mother and her individual identity. Presented in an intimate low setting, 
the artist displays preserved remnants of objects that act as a vehicle for her self-identity. By 
investigating her mothers life, the artist attempts to explore self-identity and ephemerality 
through image and public audio. House their bodies, not their souls is an ongoing work that 
appropriates text from The Prophet by Kahlil Gibran in an attempt to make sense of self-identity 
and a maternal relationship. 



Lucy NguyEN-hunt

Lucy Nguyễn-Hunt
Pretty lover of yesterday, 2020-2021
installation: Bà’s (grandmother ’s) wool and yarn, monks cloth, red hessian, 
2007 iPod mini. 
1.2m x 1.2m (rug), 9.1 x 5.1 x 1.3 cm (iPod). 



Pretty lover of yesterday is a handmade red, pink, purple, and white rug boldly 
embedded with the phrase ‘out of sight but still in mind’. Acting as the artist’s 
surrogate body, the rug explores the domestic personal architecture of the self 
as it pertains to personal and familial conflict. The evocative statement stitched 
into the rug is drawn from a poem, which is displayed as twelve audio files on 
an iPod mini. The poem deals with reckoning queerness, an ostracised identity, 
within the larger framework of an already politicised culturally hybrid identity, 
whilst referencing the manifestation of past trauma in romantic relationships. 
Stitched with their grandmother ’s yarn, Nguyễn-Hunt expresses a desire for 
queer liberation, and the tenderness they yearn for from family. Created as an 
ode to past queer lovers that were forced to remain in secrecy, the artist deals 
with the sacrifices they must make to maintain peace within both cultural and 
queer identities. 



Reina Takeuchi 
between oceans, 2020-21
installation: 22 postcards, 6 photographic prints, voile, thread. 
Dimensions variable. Images courtesy the artist. 

Reina Takeuchi



between oceans is a collection of 22 postcards sent from a father to a mother
 and a daughter over 22 years of life, sewn into a piece of sheer fabric, 
accompanied by a series of six photographs of performative actions shot in 
coastal New South Wales. Sent from places around the world including Japan, 
Sri Lanka, India, Thailand, Australia and the United States, the postcards are 
small reminders of thoughts, sweet prayers and love. Exhibited for the first 
time at The Walls, between oceans is a reminder of the many distances that 
stand between us, distances between oceans, between borders and between 
families. Yet it is also a reminder of how familial love traverses these spaces 
and how these tenuous bonds may be stretched, pulled and blown in the wind, 
but never broken.

“The voile and cards act as an ephemeral ode, my own makeshift prayer flags 
that have remained tucked away between books, pinned onto walls and locked 
away in drawers until last year when travel between distances abruptly ceased. 
The postcards have become relics of my tiny universes caressed and nurtured 
by many hands.” 



Rhanjell Villanueva
Eyes Wide, Tongues Tied, 2021
moving image installation. 4K Infinite loop. 
Dimensions variable. 

With special thanks to Imani Andersen for bringing this work to life. 

Eyes Wide, Tongues Tied (2021) is a moving image installation that depicts 
the artist as the recognisable and apotropaic symbol of Medusa, however 
bounded by silver chains coming out of their mouth. It explores Villanueva’s 
personal experience regarding the politics of language and cultural identity 
upon arriving in Australia about a decade ago. 

The confronting visual imagery utilises the quasi-historical force of Medusa, 
aligned with the shame that is engrained towards immigrants which forces 
them to suppress their native tongues and conform to society, implicitly 
enabling internalised hate and dissolving cultural diversity.  Despite 
Medusa’s interpretation throughout history, her ‘otherness,’ remains; just as 
the alienation of POC (persons of colour) in our communities remains. 

“This is a protest that aims to open up conversations in relation to the 
importance of language and the politics of cultural belonging. It aims to 
amplify the silenced voices in our communities, the proliferation of voices 
whose diverse identities are thrown into absolute translation and remains 
in question by dominant linguistic forms.”

Rhanjell Villanueva



Keemon Williams

Keemon Williams
Have you ever felt that ache, to wear the skin a stranger's skin?, 2021
Doll, Musou Black, Vinyl
Dimensions variable



Have you ever felt that ache, to wear the skin of a stranger? Is an installation composed of a ready-made black 
baby doll, embedded within a large scale vinyl sticker of the Federation star. The doll is covered in "musou black", 
an acrylic compound that when airbrushed absorbs up to 99.4% of all light. The resulting contrast between these 
two forms creates an illusion of space with zero depth, enveloped by a plane of pure whiteness. As one surface 
absorbs, the other reflects, serving as material rendering of clashing racial identities.

The reality of growing up as a mixed-race indigenous person in Australia, is one that presents more questions 
than answers, creating a dynamic of an amorphous identity that is defined by its entrenchment in two worlds. 
When both sides of you refuse to live in equanimity, what remains is a racial dysphoria and a sense of displacement 
from both indigenous and non-indigenous communities.


